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         Drawing competition was held on 09/05/2014 

          for class I  – V. 

         Students learns to think creatively, with an open mind. 

 

           Students learns to express feelings, with or without words.  

 

           Arts build confidence.  Because there is not just one right 

           way to make art, every child can feel pride  in his or her  

          Original artistic creations. 

  

  

  

  



       Solo Song Competition 



         Solo Song competition was held on 04/07/2014 

        for class III – V. 

          

        Music provides children  a means of self  

        expression. 

 

         Music study enhances teamwork skills and discipline.   



                                                      Poem Recitation  Competition  

                                                                   Was held on  11/07/2014. for  

                                                                   Class : 1 to 5. 

Recitation of poem improves 
vocabulary of students. 





           

           Dance Competition was held on  18/07/2014  for class  

           1 to 5.    

  

         Participating in dance can help to increase student’s 

          esteem and confidence through mastering new skills. 

 

           Dance can lead to new career opportunities, or help  

           to build vital communications skills needed in every  

          profession. 

    

 







                             Report on PTA meeting  For Class : 1 and 2 

 * PTA Meeting was held on 26/7/2014 from 9 am to 2 o’clock in    

    resource room. 

 * Parents were welcomed by Principal madam along with teachers. 

 * Introduction of subject teachers were done. 

 * Suggestions and problems were discussed during meeting. 

 * Many parents  were confused about the way of teaching in Hindi.  

      Later on their doubts were cleared by subject teachers. 

 * Parents suggested to give list of materials required  for activities 

    before 3-days. 

 * parents were requested to give healthy foods, home made food  

    items in tiffin's, not junks food like- bhujia, chips, biscuits. 

 * parents were shown their ward’s Cycle –Test papers individually. 

    All parents met subject teachers and discussed their ward ‘s progress. 



*  A PTA meeting was held  on 16th August 2014.From 9:00 am to  

    2:00 pm of class 3 and 4.  

*  All the parents were invited to the meeting held in the school. 

*  Welcome address  by our principal  madam in which CCE, tiffin, 

    School timing, uniform, assessment, remedial teaching etc. were 

    discussed and were informed to the parents. 

 *  Introduction of class teacher & subject teacher . 

 *  Suggestions were given by parents regarding teaching and activities 

 *  FA-1 answersripts were shown to clarify the doubts of the parents 

     and a brief discussion regarding students were held.    





          The Vidyalaya had organized Medical Check Up for all the   
primary students in the Health Centre of  Tezpur  University. All 
the students were taken to the health Centre with their  respective 
class teachers and Sub- Staff as attendant. This was first term’s 
check-up by the Vidyalaya. 

       Students were advised by the doctors and suggested some 
medicines also. They also gave some medicines which were 
available in the hospital. They were given some health tips and 
told the importance of cleanliness. Vidyalaya pariwar  was 
appreciated by the parents for this check-up.  

 on 25th August  2014 all the classes of primary section had 
completed their  medical check-up. 

 



             Classroom Activities 



*Class room activities  are conducted by the subject teachers on 
their respective subjects. 

 

* Activity related to teaching of different subject is conducted.          
while teaching language, activities like spelling games, reading 
cards, flash cards, story development, picture composition, 
picture glossary, dramatization, dialogue delivery etc.  these 
activities given an insight into the basic concepts of the subject 
concerned for classes I to V. 

 



 * Our Vidyalaya had conducted  FA-1 Examination  for class 

    1 to 5  From 07/07/2014 to 28/07/2014. 

 

*  As per the KVS guidelines  our Vidyalaya had conducted  FA-1 

     Examination on every Monday. 

 

*    FA-1 examination  were conducted  smoothly  according  to 

• CCE. 


